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REGULAR TRANSFORMATION GROUPS

By Moo HA. Woo

!'IJ
~,

In this paper, we will show some relations between regular minimal sets
and minmial proximal transformation groups, and a necessary and sufficient
condition for a transformation group to be proximal. By using these results,
we will develop the concept of regular transf-ormation groups as a generalization
of that of regular minimal sets and proximal transformation groups, and show
that the proximal relation of a transformation group is an equivalence rela
tion if and only if its enveloping semigroup is a regular tr~formation

group. Furthermore, we will give a sufficient condition for every orbit clo
sure of a transformation group to be regular.

In this paper, let T be an arbitrary, but fixed, topological group and we
consider the (right) transformation group (X, T) with a compact Hausdorff
phase space X. A closed nonempty subset A of X is said to be a minimal
set if, for every xEA, the orbit xT is a dense subset of A. A point whose
orbit closure is a minimal set is called an almost periodic poine. If X is itself
minimal, we say it is a minimal trans/ormation group. The points x and y

of X .in the transformation group (X, T) are called proximal provided that
for each neighborhood Wof the diagonal .J of XXX, there 'exists a tE T
such that (xt, yt)EW. We denote P(X, T)={(x,y)EXXXlx and yare
proximal} which is called the proximal relation on (X, T). The trans
formation group (X, T) is said to be proximal if every two points of X are
proximal.

If (Y, T) is also·a transformation group, a homomorphism from (X, T)
to (Y, T) is a continuous map ~ : X ~ Y such that ~(xt) =~(x)t (xEX,-
tE T). If (Y, T) is minimal, ~ is always onto. Especially, a homomor
phism from (X, T) into itself (not necessarily onto) is called an endomor
phism of (X, T), and if ~ is bijective then ~ is called an automorphism of
(X, T).

As is customary, let xx, denote the set of all functions from X to X,
provided with the topolbgy of pointwise; convergence, and consider T as
the subset {t: x ~ xt, t ET} of XX. The, enveloping semigroup E eX) of the
transformation group (X, T) is the closure of T in Xx. Then E(X) is a
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compact aausdorff space and we may consider (E (X), T) as a transforma
tion group, whose phase space E(X) admits a semigroup structure. The
minimal right ideals I of E(X) (that.is, _the ,1lQJ1empqr subsets I of E(X)
such that IE (X) ci, which cont3ins no proper no~empty subsets with the
same property) concide with the minimal sets in the transformation group
(E(X), T) (see 3.4[4J).

In [4J, Ellis showed that if (X,7&) is a transformation group and
E(X) its enveloping semigroup, then for ~chxeX, the map fJz : p --'> xp=
p(x) C?f E(X) into X is a hom~mQi-phism, and its image is.' just the orbit
closure xT of x, i. e.,' (}.z :'(E(X), T) --'> (xT,. T). .

He also showed t~ ~f¢.;(X, T)--'>(Y, T) is an epimorphism, then
there exists a unique,~pinwrphjsm ,0 : (E(X). T) --'> (E(Y), T) such that
the, diagram ' , .'

.f)

.~(lC)-,--;-:-+ 'J!,(Y)

1O,r rp 10,\(.%)
X ----+' Y

commutes (xeX) (see PrOposition 3..8' in [4J).
Henceforth, () aiid 0z will dehote the above homomorphisms.
In [1J, Auslander ,showed that if ,(~, T) is minimal. then the follo-

wing are pairwise eqUivalent: '
. (a) H I is a minimal right 'ideal contained in the enveloping semigroup

E (X) of (X~'T); then' (X~T) and (1, T) are -isO,morphic.
(b) (X, T) is isOmorphic with (1, T), where I is a minimal right ideal

in the enVeloping Semigroup of some transformation grQUP' (Z, T).
(c) If x"eX, then there is an endomorphism ¢ ,of (X, T) such that

¢(x) and y are proximal. ' ' ,
(d) H ,(x,y) ,is an alm.ost periodi~ point of (XXX, T), then there exists

an endomorphism ¢ of (X, T) such that </J(x) =y.

A minimal set which satis:fi~ anyone of the properties (a) through (d)
wilt be called ~egular. minimal [lJ.
:'In [7],' Glasner studied .the prl)Ximal transformation groups and proved

the following theorem:

-'THEOREM 1. (Glasner) (1) The onlyenilomorphism 0/ a minimal proximal
trdu/ormation group is the identity.
, (2) A trans/ormation group (X, T) is proximal i/ and only if any minimal

set in (XX X, T) is contained in the diag01ial.
(3) A proximal trans/ormation group contains exactly' one :minimal set.
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(4) If (X, T) isa minimal.proximllltransformation· grOttp~ then (E(X)~ T)
is proximal, E (X) contains a unique minimal ideal I, and (I, T) is iso-
morphic to (X, T). .0, .

Thefollowin:g theorem wiIi'~h6~ a ~elation bet~eim~egrilar minim8.I set~
and minimal proximal traIls{ormation groups and simultaneously the converse
of (1) in Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation grOttp. Then 'the
following are equivalent:

(1) (X~ T) is pr~xi~i. .' ..
(2) (X, T) is regular minimal and the, only 'end011U!rphism. of (X, T) is

the identity.

Proof: (1) implies,' (2)., By Auslander, (X, T) is regular if and only
if for each x, y in X there exists an endomorphism f/J of (X, T) such that
¢>(x) and yare proximal.

Let x and y be any two elements of (X, T). Then for the identity i we
have (i(x),y) = (x,y) EP(X, T). Since the identity is an endomorphism of
(X, T), it follows that (X, T) is regular minimal. The remaining part was
proved by Glasner.' .

(2) implies (1). Let x and y be any two . points of (X, T). Since (X,
T) .is regular minimal, there exists an endqmorphism.¢ of (X, T) such that
(¢(x),y) EP(X, T). BU:t the only endomorphism is the identity. Therefore

¢> is the identity. Thus (x,y) = (i(x),y) = (¢J(x),y) EP(X, T). '

REMARK 3. Every proximal transforIilation group contains exactly one
regular minimal set Ii,{ and every endomorphism of the proximal transfor
mation group is the identity on M.

Proof: By (3) of Theorem'l and Theorem 2.

. In [lJ, Auslander proved the' following theorem:

THEOREM 4. Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group atUl (M, T) be
any minimal set in (XXX, T). Then (X, T) is regular minimal if and only
if eX, T) is ispmorphic tp (M, T) and e-very e~orphism of (X, T) is an
automorphism.

For the minimal proxinial transformation grouJ>.S' we h~ve the following:

THEOREM 5: Let (X, T) b~ a minimal transformation group and (M, T)
be any minimal set in (XXX, T). Then' (X, T) is proximal if and only if
(X, T) is isomorphic to (M, T) ~nd the only endomorphism of (X, T) ,is the
identity. .' .
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Proof: Frottl Theorem 2 and Theorem 4, we can obtain Theorem 5.
. .

REMARK 6. By Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, a regular minimal set can be
considered as a generalization of a minimal proximal transformation group.

LEMMA 7. Let ¢J be an endomorphism of (X, T)-{not necessarily onto), and
let Y=¢(X) and fJ: (E(X), T)-(E(Y), T). Then fJ(p) is identical with
ponY.

Proof: Let p be any element of E(X). Then there exists a net '(ta) in
T such that t a - P in XX. This is equivalent to xta - xp in X (xEX).

Now fJ(p) EE(Y). This means thatta - fJ(p) in ¥Y. This is equivalent to
yta - :Il(P) in Y (yE Y). Since YcX, it follows that yta-YP in X for
each yE Y. Since Y is a closed invariant subset of X and yta - yP, we have
YPE Y. Therefore, p belongs to yY and yp=limyta='-()(P) for each yE Y.
Thus we have fJ(p) =p on Y.

Ellis' result [5, (5) of Lemma 4J is a corollary to the above lemma:

CoROLLARY 8. Let ¢J be an endomorphism from (X, T) onto (X, T). Then
fJ is the idenity map of E (X) onto E (X) •

We give another necessary and sufficient condition for a transformation
group to be proximal.

THEOREM 9. A transformation group (X, T) is proximal if and only if
for. each x, yEX, there exists an endomorp1Usm ¢J of (X, T) such that

(i) (¢J(x),y) EP(X, T), and
(ii) ¢ is the identity on any minimal subset of (X, T).

Proof: Only if: If we take the identity as an endomorphism, it satisfies
(i) .and (ii).

If: By Theorem 1 (2), it is sufficient to show that any minimal set in
(XXX, T) is contained in the diagonal. Let M be a minimal set in (X
XX, T) and (x, y) EM. Then there exists an endomorphism if> of (X, T)
such that (t/J(x),y) EP(X, T) and if> is the identity on any minimal subset
of (X, T). Since (y',y) EP(X, T), where y'=¢J(x), there is a minimal
right ideal I in E(X) such that yp=y'p for any pEl. Since (x,y) is an
almost periodic point of (XXX, T), there exists an idempotent u of I such
that (x,y)u=(x,y). Then we have xu=x and yu=y. Hence y'u=yu=y.
Therefore, we get ¢lex) =¢l(xu) =¢l (x) u=y'u=y by Lemma 7.

Let 1l: : XXX - X be a projection. Since M is a minimal set in (XXX, T),
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1C(M) is also a minimal subset of (X, T) and xE1C(M). Therefore, 4J
is the identity on 1C(M) by (ii). Thus we have y=¢>(x)=x. Therefore,
M is contained in the diagonal of (XXX, T).

H we consider Remark 6 and Theorem 9, we cim. define·a regular trans
formation group as follows:

DEF1NITION 10. A transformation group (X, T) (not necessarily minimal)
is regular if for each x,yEX, there exists an endomorphism 4J of (X, T)
such that

(i) (4J{x),y) eP(X, T), and
(ii) 4J is an endomorphism (hence, an automorphism) on any minimal

subset of (X, T).
The points x and yare called regular if there exists an endotnorphism

satisfying (i) and (ii).

REMARK 11. (1) H (X, T) is regular minimal, .then (X, T) is regtilar. .
(2) Every proximal transformation .group is regular by Theorel)1 9.
(3) The conve~ 01 (1) and (2). do not hold (see Example '18).

REMARK 12. From Theorem 1 (4), it follows that' a minimal transformat;OI).
group (X~ T) is proximal if and only if (E (X), T) is proxiIriaI. .

Auslander [IJ showed that minimal right ideals of enveloping senUBrouPS
are regular minimal. Therefore, (X, T) is distal if and only if (E(X), T)
is regular minimal..

Let (X, T) be a minimal set. Then we have the followirig diagram:"

, P(X, T)=XXX ~(E(X),T)':proximal

. 1t . ' ". f!
"P(X, '1')=equiva.lence~.(E(X),T): ~egular
. ~ ".c relation (Thm 17) .. .

. 1ttl .
.; P(X, T)A(diagonaI) ¢:::? (E(X), T): regular m.i.Dinial

, .J
.. ~ - ~ ~

THEOREM 13~ .A transformation group (X, T) is regular if and only if f1)r
each almost jJeriqdic point .(x, y) in (XXiF, T), there exists an endomorphism
¢J of (X, T) such that ¢>(x) =y and ¢J is also an end~rphismon any minimal
subset of (X, T).

Proof: H: Let x and y be any two elements of X. Then (x, y) T contains"
a minimal set M. Then there exist a: net (ta ) in T and (%10 %2) eM such
that (x,.y)ta~ (Z1o Z2).
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Since (ZI> %2) is an almost periodic·point of (XXX, T), there exists an
endomorphism ¢ of (X, T) with ¢(Zl)=~2 which is also an endomorphism
on any minimal subset of (X, T). Since %l=lim zta and Z2=lim"ta• - ,we"
get lim ¢(z)t..=¢,(lim zta) =¢(Zl) =Z2=lim "ta• Therefore, we have (¢(z) ,
,,) EP(X, T). '

Only if: Let (z,,,) be an almost periodic point of (XXX, T). Then there
exists an endomorphism ¢ of (X, T) such that (if>.(z),,,) EP(X, T) and if>.

is also an endomorphism on any minimal subset of (X, T). Since (¢(z),,,)
EP(X, T), we have a minimal right ideal Iof E(X) such that ¢(z)p="p
, pEl. Since (z,,,) is an almost periodic point. there exists an idempotent
u in I such that (z,,,)u= (z,,,). 'Now ,,=yu=fjJ.(z)u. By Lemma 7, we ob
tain ep(z)O(u)=¢(z)u. where 0: E(X) ~ E(¢(X». Therefore, we have
¢(z) =¢(zu) =¢(z)O(u) =¢ (x} u=".

LEMMA 14. If (X. T) is a regular transformation greup, then (X, T)
cont,ains e:r:aetl" one minimal set.

Proof: Suppose there exist two minimal subsets MI> M 2 of (X, T). Let
XlEMI and X2EAf2. Then there exists an endomorphism ¢ of (X, T) with
(iP (Xl) , x2) EP(X, T) which is also an endomorphism on any minimal subset
of (X, T). Since XlEMIt ¢(iv belongs to MI. Now, since (iP(Zl) , x2) E
P(X, T), there exists a net (ta) in T such that lim iP(Xl)ta=limx~a

Therefore,' we obtain a nonempty common p8rt of Ml and M2• Thus we
get M l =M2•

Theorem 1 (3) is a corollary to the above lemma:

CoROu.ARY 15. Ever" prozimal transformation group contains ezactl" one
mininud set.

LEMMA 16. Let (X, T) be a transformation group. The transformation
gTOIIjJ (E(X), T) is regular if and only if E(X) contains e:r:aetl" one minimal
right idetd.

Proof: Only H: Since the minimal subsets of (E(X), T) coincide with
the minimal right ideals of E(X), this part is clear by Lemma 14.

H: Let p and q' be any two elements of E(X). Since' (p,q)T contains a
minimal subset Min (E(X) XE(X), T), there exist a net (ta) in T and a
point (ZIt z2) in M such that lim (P, q) ta = (ZIt Z2).

Now the minimal right ideal Iof (E(X), T) is a regular minimal set and
I=11:(M), where 11: (E(X)XE(X), T) -(E(X), T): is a projection. Since
there is only one minimal set in -(E(X), T), we have ZI> Z2E7r(M) =1.
Since (ZIt z2) is an almost periodic point of (Ix I, T), , there exists an endo-
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morphism ¢> of (I, T) such that ¢>(Z1) =Z2'
By Theorem 3 in [2J, there ~xists .rEI such that ¢>=Lr• We may assume

that L r is ~n endomorphism 'of (E(X), T) such t~t Lr-:-¢> on I. - Therefore,
we have lim qta=Z2=¢>(Z1) =Lr(Z1) =Lr(lim pt..) =lim Lr(P)ta• Thusthere
exists an endomorphism Lr of (E(X), T) such that (Lr(P),q) EP(~(X),T)
Therefore, (E(X), T) is a regular transformation group.

THEOREM 17. Let (X, T) be a transformation group. Then P(X, T) is an
equivalence relation if and only if the transformation group (E(X), T) is
regular. '

Proof: Use Lemma 16 and Proposition 5. 16 in (4).

EXAMPLE 18. (1) We show that there exists a regular transformation
group which is neither regular minimal nor proximal.

By Remark 12, it is sufficient to show that there exists a minimal trans
formation group (X, T) with an equivalence 'relation P(X, T) such that
P(X, T) is neither XXX nor the diagonal .of XXX.

The following example is from [4J~ _
Let Y be a circle. For a,be Y let (a, b) be the open arc from a to b

traversed in a counterclockwise direction, and, [a, b) == {a} U (a, b).
Let X= (YXl) U (YX2), i e., tWo copies of Y; and let r: X -+ X be

defined by r(a, 1) = (a, 2) and r(a,2) -:- (a, 1) (aEY). ,
Make X into a topological space by,defuring a typical neighborhood, of the

point (a, 1) to be the set [a, b) Xl U (a, b) X2 with b=/=a and a typical neigh
borhood of (a,2) to be the set (b, a) Xl U (b, aJ X2 with b=/=a~ Then X is
compact Hausdorff. Now let cp be 'a rotation, through one radian on Y an~.,

~:X-+Xsuch that W(a,i)=(cp(a),i), i=1,2. Then'(X,T) isminimalanq,
P(X, T)= {(x, x) !XEX} U {x,rx) IxeX} is an equivalence relation which is
neither XXX nor the diagonal of XXX, where T= {~·lnEZ}.

(2) If (X, T) is ~ nontrivial lOcally aimost -periodic minimal transforma
tion group which is not (uniformly) almost periodic, then (E(X), T) is 'a
regular transformation group which is neither proximal nor regulatIilinimal
(see Corollary 2. 1 in [6J).

Auslander [3J showed that every almost periodic minimal set with 'crii
abelian acting group is regular minimal. In fact, these transformation ~ups'
satisfy the following conditions: (1) (X, T) is minimal, (2) P(X, T) is the'
diagonal of XXX, (3) T is abelian, and (4) there is a minimal right ideal
Iof E(X) all of whose elements are continuous.

If we drop the minimality .of (X, T) and substitute that P(X, T) is an
equivalence relation instead of that P(X, T) is the diagonal of XXX, we
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have the following:

THEOREM 19. Let (X, T) be a transformation group such that P(X, T)
is an equivalence relation and T is abelian. Suppose there is a minimal· right
ideal of E(X) all of whose elements are cOlllinuous. Then every orbit closure
is regular.

Proof: If we consider Oz: (E(X), T) ~ (zT, T), then Oz is an epimor
phism. Since P(X, T) is an equivalence relation, we have that (E(X), T)
is regular by Theorem 17.

Let ZI and Z2 be any two points of zT. Then there exist p and q in E(X)
such that Oz(p) =z}, Ox(q) =Z2' Since (E(X), T) is regular, there exists an
endomorphism ,p of (E(X), T) such that (,pCP), q) EP(E(X), T). In fact,
we may assume ,p=Lr , where r is an element of IcE(X), (see the proof
of Lemma 16).

Since Oz is an epimorphism, we get (OxLr(p),Ox(q»EP(zT, T). Since T
is abelian and r is continuous, we get OxLr(P) =zrp=zpr=zlr.

It is sufficient to show that r is an endomorphism of (zT, T) satisfying
the conditions for regular transformation groups. Let Z be any element of
zT. Then we get z=lim zta and zr={lim:ua)r=lim«zta)r) = lim (zr) taEzT.
Therefore, r is an endomorphism of (zT, T) since T is abelian and r is
continuous.

.Since (E(X), T) is regular, E(X) has only one minimal set. Thus (zT,
T) has only one minimal set since :cT Ox(E(X». Let M be the minimal
subest of :cT. Then Mr=M. Therefore, for any %}, %2 in (:cT, T), there
exists an endomorphism r of (:cT, T) such that (zlr, Z2) EP(:cT, T) and r is
also an endomorphism of any mjnimal subset of :cT. Thus (zT, T) is re
gular.

CoROLLARY 20. Let (X, T) be almost periodic and T be abelian. Then every
orbit closure is regular minimal. In particular, almost periodk minimal sets
with abelian acting groups are regular minimal. ~

We will show the existence of a transformation group satisfying the con
ditions of Theorem 19 which is not (uniformly) almost periodic; that is,
P(X, T) is an equivalence relation on X, T is abelian and there exists a
minimal right ideal of E(X) all of whose elements are continuous.

EXAMPLE 21. Let X be the set of complex numbers z such that 2~ I%I
~3. Let q>(r exp (2n-it» =r exp (21t"itr)(2~r~3, 0~t~1) and T= {q>" I
nEZ}. Then (X, T) is a transformation group and satisfies the following:

(1) P(X, T) = leu, v) Ilul = Ivl and u, vEX} is an equivale~ce relation
on X.
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(2) T is abelian, and
(3) If llf is a function from X to X defined by W(r exp(2xit)) =r, then

iff belongs to E(X) since ql' ---" llf in Xx. Now iff is continuous, becauEe for
any basic open neighborhood Bz(r) of r,

l/f-l(Bz(r)) = {zlr-I<lzl<r+l,zEX}

is open in X. Let 1= {l/f}. Then 1 is closed since E(X) is Hausdorff. For
each n, we have zl/fq>n=lzlq>n=lzl=zllf for any zEX. Thus1is invariant.
Since 1 has only one element, 1 is minimal. Therefore, 1 is a minimal right
ideal of E(X) all of whose elements are continuous.

But this is not (uniformly) an almost periodic transformation group.

REMARK 22. If we consider Remark 12, we have the following: Let (X,
T) be a minimal set. Then P(X, T) is an equivalence relation which is
neither 'XXX nor the diagonal if and only if (E(X), T) is regular and is
neither proximal nor regular. minimal.

In this case, the 8SSlUDption of the minimality of X is necessary. Becau
se, by the abO~e e~ample, there exists, a. Jransfomation group which is not
proximal but its enveloping semigroup is proximal. (Since P(X, T) is an equi
valence relation, E(X) contains only one minimal set 1. Now 1 consists of
one element. Thus (1, T) is a minimal transformation group in (E(X), T).
Therefore (E(X), T) is proximal.)
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